Science

Mathematics – White Rose
‘Growing 6,7,8’ – Representing numbers to 6,7,8, composition of 6,7,8;
making pairs; combining two groups; length and height; time

The north wind doth blow!

‘Building 9&10’ - Representing numbers to 9, 10, composition of 9,10;
comparing numbers to 10; number bonds to 10; 3D shapes; pattern

Effects of cold and other weather on animals
and plants

Addition/subtraction: Adding two, two digit numbers crossing ten.
Subtracting a two digit number from a two digit number.





Multiplication and division: Multiplication picture sentences, arrays,
introducing the x symbol, making doubles, times tables, sharing and dividing by
2, 5 and 10.

PSED











Feeling grateful and saying thank you
Managing excitement around trips
Putting road safety into practice
Keeping safe in the cold – appropriate clothing
Focus on tidying up and caring for our environment
Being Ready, Respectful and Responsible (learning the
school song)

PSHE

I wonder how I am unique?
We will explore a range of texts that help us to celebrate
individuality.

Religious Education
‘What is a Muslim?’
Exploring what it means to be part
of a faith community with focus on
Islam.

Physical Development




Daily wake and shake sessions
Sand and water play
Daily mindfulness / yoga
I wonder how I can improve my
performance?
Developing techniques and agility in running,
jumping and throwing.

Understanding the
World












Life cycles
Safari
Animals around the world
Climates / Hibernation
Down on the Farm
Mini Beasts
Animal arts and crafts
Night and day animals
Animal patterns
David Attenborough
Happy Habitats

Hibernation
Labelling parts of an animal
Identifying and naming common plants and
trees.
Food chains
Understanding and sorting things by living,
dead, never lived
Exploring animals and their habitats

Moore
Oysters SRP
Term 3
‘The North Wind Doth
Blow’

Literacy/Phonics









Continuing Phase 2 phonics and tricky words
Fact file – post-it notes on animal and minibeast facts
Exploring rhyme
Features of a report
Use of expanded noun phrases
Correct use of past and present tense
Use of varied punctuation
Use of conjunctions in sentences

Reading
I wonder how we
can use
information books
to find out about
the Queen?
Non-fiction –
Explore and utilise
atlases and
information texts to
gain knowledge about
Queen Elizabeth II and
the UK.

Art






Jack Frost patterns
Winter expressive
painting (to Vivaldi’s
Four Seasons )
Animal art
Creating portraits
using a range of
materials

Design Technology
Small world Habitats

Sparkling Start
Ice blocks and water
investigation

Marvellous Middle
KIC Theatre Workshop

Fabulous finish
End of Winter
Celebration

Fiction – Adventure
Stories

History
What can I find out
about Queen Elizabeth
II?
 Time line – key life
events
 Important locations and
buildings

ICT
How do I use
information
technology?
Name some uses of
information technoligy
outside of school.

